About Our Team and
Supporters

Members:
Jaclyn Chan
As a high school senior, Jaclyn is co-captain of this year’s FRC
team. She has three years of experience with FRC and is eager to
help newcomers. She specializes in programming and team
management and has experience in electrical systems, robot
design and game strategy. Her interests include computer science,
chemistry and performing arts and she plans to pursue a degree in
engineering in the future.

Sarthak Navjivan
Sarthak is a co-captain of this year’s FRC team. As a 12th
grader, this marks the end of his high school robotics
adventure, and it’s his second year on Team 4817. A
computer scientist at heart, Sarthak specializes in robot
programming, and he’s eager to implement more
advanced features such as computer vision into this year’s
robot. Outside of the robotics lab, you can find him at
MUN practice, local hackathons, or at the boxing gym.
Matthew Stefansson
Matt is a 12th grader at SAS. He has spent two years doing the Vex
Robotics Competition. He has participated in the FRC and Vex. In
2017, he participated in FRC Steamworks, excelling and getting into the
quarter finals. Other than robotics, his primary interests are physics and
mathematics.

Rohit Narayanan
Rohit has 8 years of Robotics experience, including 5 years of FLL, 2
years of FTC, 2 years of VexIQ, 2 years of Google Moonbots and 1
year of VRC. He has won 30 regional, national and international
awards including the top award in the Northern California Region for
FTC and the top award at the World Championship at VexIQ. This is
his first year of FRC. He specializes in strategy, CAD, outreach and
the Engineering Notebook, and also helps with build and design.
Other than robotics, he’s interested in physics, philosophy, politics and
poetry.
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Sohit Gatiganti
Sohit is a high school Junior, and it is his third year
participating in the robotics program; he has previously
participated in MATE and VEX competitions, so this is his first
year of FRC. He specializes in hardware systems and
computer programming, but is also confident with electrical
systems, design, and outreach. Outside of robotics, he is an
avid programmer and an apt mathematician.

Owen Cline
This is Owen’s first year in robotics. He participated in the Vex Formosa
event for Vex in the zone held in Taipei. Owen enjoys spending his free
time learning about how mechanisms work, especially by taking things
apart. Owen applies his knowledge of how things work to be able to solve
problems put in front of him. Owen is also the team’s resident musician
and his signature concerto “Owen on the Hacksaw” makes the whole
team swoon.
Ethan Otero
Ethan Otero has had previous experience in First Lego League, Arduino,
programming java and javascript, and game design. This experience has
helped him move from Intro to Robotics to Robotics Science. He enjoys his
time building the robot and going to new horizons, and he hopes that
engineering follows him throughout his life. He serves as a Build Assistant,
Scout and Artist in Residence.
Andrea D’Souza
Andrea is a junior at the Singapore American School and one of the
most remarkable people at the Singapore American School. She is
an IASAS level debater and one of the strongest participants in the
Singapore American School’s famed Model United Nations program.
She also founded Philosophy Club. She is excited to do robotics
again this year and hopes to make her mark. She has two years of
experience in the Vex Robotics Competition and this year serves as
Scout Lead and Awards officer on One Degree North.
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Shuvan Sasidharan
Shuvan is a complete newcomer to the world or robotics. This is
Shuvan’s first robotics competition. Previous experience included
playing and tinkering with the lego robots and coding for a Vex
fire-fighter robot. Shuvan has always been interested in robotics
and will hope to join more teams and competitions in the future.

Caroline Zook
Caroline is a high school junior and is new to both SAS and the robotics
program this year. She hopes to implement her analytical thinking and
quick learning to assist the FRC team. She finds fulfillment in building
things and achieving goals. Caroline enjoys reading, watching movies,
and fixing things.

Support:
Jonna Chen
Jonna Chen is a junior at Singapore American School. She excels
academically in all areas, but particularly in the Sciences and
Mathematics. She is taking rigorous classes such as AP Physics C
and AP Calculus BC, so she is a great fit for the team. She is also the
Junior Officer for Science National Honor Society. She serves as Lead
Videographer for the team.
Alan Chang
Alan is a high school sophomore, and it is his first year participating in the
FRC competition; he has had previous experience in First Lego League.
He specializes in robot programming and seeks to implement advanced
autonomous features such as computer vision into this year’s robot. Other
than robotics, Alan is also interested in software development,
cybersecurity, and game development
Luca McAllister
Luca McAllister is a freshman at Singapore American School in his first year at
the robotics team. He has built and modified his own PC. He also enjoys
playing contact rugby and playing video games.. He and Adil Farooq are
friends and have worked together in the past. They have been enormously
helpful in creating field elements for the team’s practice and preparation.
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Adil Farooq
Adil is a freshman at the Singapore American School and is
currently participating in FRC for the first time. He is
currently working with a friend to create all the field
elements and many other physical elements for the team,
but hopes to soon move onto working with the actual robot
and electronics. Adil is extremely interested in robotics,
computer science and building various things for over 10
years. He has experience where Java, Python, Arduino
coding, Lego Mindstorms Programming, and Scratch is
concerned and has also worked with Arduinos, Lego EV3
robots and Makeblock Robots. He has also participated in
the BULO Robotics Competition in India. He is adept at
solving mechanical and physical issues along with planning
complicated objectives in a unique and organized manner.
He has participated in SAS’s prestigious MUN program for three years. Adil enjoys reading, Star
Wars, Sci Fi, and new technology. He envisions a place for him in the
technology/engineering/computer science sector.
Saskia Vuijk
Saskia Vuijk is a sophomore in SAS. Her hobbies include Soccer,
Basketball, Softball and various other sports. She’s been doing
robotics classes for the last 3 years yet has been interested in it for
all her life. She’s usually involved in the building as that is her skill,
yet prop building was something she was involved in for this
competition.
Yesh Chandiramani
As a high school senior, Yesh is a member of the robotics
community in Singapore American School. He is open to
taking a couple of padawans under his wing to impart
knowledge upon them. Yesh specializes in programming but
has experience with electrical systems and robot design. His
interests include computer science, developing and trading
cryptocurrencies; he hopes to pursue a future in the
emerging tech scene with a crypto based startup. He
assisted the team with preseason software support.
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Alex Lem
Alex Lem is a 12th grader at SAS. He is passionate about robotics,
specifically, underwater robotics and has excelled in the MATE
competition. Another of his varied passions is photography. He takes
challenging classes, but always finds time for robotics. He is always
happy to help out the FRC team, this year as Associate Photographer.
Rachel Kitzman
Rachel E. Kitzman is an 18 year old aspiring graphic artist. From a
young age, she would always have a pen and paper in her hands. By the
time she was 14 she knew she wanted to create art the rest of her life.
Rachel is the team’s Artist in Residence. She’s thrilled to help the FRC
team this year.

Mentors and Alumni:
Bart Millar
Bart Millar has launched FRC, MATE, FTC, VEX, FLL and NJRC teams at five
different schools over the past ten years. His background is working on old Ford
automobiles. At Singapore American School, he teaches perseverance, work
ethic and problem-solving. He also teaches Intro To Robotics, Robotics Science
and US History.
Meredith White
Meredith White is a teacher at the Singapore American School. From teaching
science to engineering and even robotics, she has worn many hats, including a
flight on NASA's "vomit comet", the zero-gravity flight training she undertook
when working at a STEM magnet school. She teaches Accelerated Chemistry,
AP Chemistry and Robotics Science.

Anant Narayanan
Anant Narayanan is the founder of the McLean Robotics Institute and
he is serving as the team’s primary technical mentor. He has coached
over 200 students in FLL, FTC, VexIQ and Google Moonbots
competitions. He has also run robotics classes for all levels. He
teaches robotics as a second career after many years as a lawyer. He
helps the team with design, assembly and logistics.
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Helen Liu
Helen Liu is a regular substitute teacher at Singapore American School.
She enjoys reading and drawing. Robotics is completely new to her. She
offers her support through providing after school supervision, holding parts
steady for drilling and assembly, and making sure that the robotics lab is
clean and tidy after a long night’s work.

James Harvey
James is very excited to have recently been appointed as Technical
Supervisor in the High School workshops.
He has always enjoyed designing and making. He invented, designed and
put into production an innovative catamaran windsurfer which went on to
win a UK Millennium award.
Through his love of creative design & making, he went on train to become
a fine furniture maker. He then set up his own workshop in Dorset,
England. There, he has specialised in making contemporary fine furniture
and carved rocking african animals for the past twenty years.
www.jamesharveyfurniture.com

Tzeyee Koh
Z started in robotics in third grade with VEX and NJRC and joined FRC
Team 955 in 9th grade. He moved to Singapore in his senior year and
joined One Degree North. He specializes in fabrication, design and project
management. He is currently serving as an Officer Cadet in the Singapore
Armed Forces. In his free time, he enjoys helping out with robotics and
spending time with family and friends.

James Quek
James Quek is an alumni from the class of 17’. He joined One
Degree North as a Junior and competed in the MATE, VEX and FRC
competitions. He specializes in CAD and electrical design. He is now
serving in the Singapore Army as a Specialist Cadet to fulfill his 2
year National Service term. In his free time he enjoys reading and
visiting the robotics team to assist with competition preparation.
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Tony Bertucci
Tony Bertucci has been teaching since Moses was a baby. He has
taught everything from woodworking to applied physics to robotics.
He has been a robotics coach since 1991 and a FIRST mentor and
coach since 2000. He has been an LRI several times. As mentor to
his team, team 418 in Texas, he provided us design advice and
truly helped us advance our robot. We’re thrilled to have the help of
this Woody Flowers Award winning mentor.
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